Life Coaching Academy

Dear Future Coach,
Congratulations on taking the first steps towards an exciting career and amazing personal development. It
is often a daunting process when choosing a training partner once you have decided on your choice of
study.
As Australasia’s foremost Life Coach training organization we can help you recognize your true gifts and
where they add value in the world. We can help you master the art of connecting those gifts to a real
career. The fact is if we could see ourselves with perfect objectivity, we wouldn't need training. But we
can't. We need trained eyes to help us maximize our gifts. We need real-time feedback to reveal our true
potential.
Getting the right training and guidance at the right time is one of the most important steps of your life and
career. Without this you may be missing life-changing opportunities. At the Life Coaching Academy your
future is secure. The LCA offers both Nationally Recognized* and Internationally Accredited (ICF & ANZI)**
programs with continuous learning opportunities, enabling students to upgrade to a higher level of accreditation
at any time throughout their studies. This is extremely cost effective and encourages students to find their
niche whilst studying towards their chosen field
The Life Coaching Academy offers you the opportunity to develop your skills and knowledge to the extent
that you are able to assist others to reach their goals and objectives in a structured environment. These
Nationally Recognized and Internationally Accredited training programs have been specifically developed
to train prospective coaches in all the facets of this highly sRXJKWDIWHUDQGOXFUDWLYHSURIHVVLRQ¬
You are guided through a series of seminars and workshops led by some of Australia's leading, practicing
coaches. Your optional Coaching Mastery Weekend Intensive and /LYHVWUHDPHGLQWHUDFWLYHZHELQDUV
include multiple themed sessions with many opportunities to practice as you learn. You work in small
groups, so your learning speed is greatly increased and you benefit from lots of individual attention.
We will ensure you maximize your gifts and become a confident and competent Life Coach. We will teach
you a method of networking that will increase the number of introductions and clients you will have.
All studies, with the exception of the optional Coaching Mastery Weekend Intensive, are completed via online,
interactive learning activities. The core of your program takes about 6 - 9 months to complete and 12-24 months
for the entire program with a commitment of 8 hours per week consistently, to maximise the benefits of the program.
And that's just the tip of the iceberg! Finding the right path in life or career can transform your life. Shouldn't
you have an expert training partner on your side? We at the Academy can provide the right guidance and
training to ensure your success.

We look forward to supporting your chosen coaching future!
Kind Regards

The Life Coaching Academy Team.

RTO: 31275
* See Life Coaching Academy programs are Nationally Recognised.
** See Life Coaching Academy programs are Internationally Accredited.

What is life coaching?
in the areas of their life where they crave change.
Life Coaching is about breaking down the barriers which prevent this change from
happening and creating the ideal environment for positive action to take place. It is a totally
holistic approach which looks at the present and sets goals for a successful future.
Life Coaching begins with an awareness that every human is born with the ability to be,
do or have whatever they want in life. By the time we become adults, many of us
have lost this ability. But eventually, we experience the feeling that our lives are
Coaching can take place face to face or over the telephone.
It can be used with private individuals or within a business environment.
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Life Coaches can specialise in particular areas or
In essence, Life Coaching is a highly
practical and portable skill which can be
tailored to suit you and your clients.

What is NLP?
Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) is an incredibly powerful discipline that
allows people to unblock the structures of human communication and human
excellence. By understanding NLP people can think, communicate and manage
NLP explores the relationships between how we think (neuro), how we
communicate (linguistic) and our patterns of behaviour and emotion
(programmes).
transform the way they traditionally think and act, adopting new, far more
successful models of human excellence. (This activity is called modeling and is
a key feature that distinguishes NLP from psychology.)
people think and act to have the greatest impact both professionally and
personally. That’s why NLP is one of the most powerful skills used in business
management, psychology, sales, sports coaching, relationship coaching, life
coaching and all forms of personal development.
What can NLP do for you?
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What do our
students think?

psychological states
t

Replace negative behaviours and habits with positive ones

t

Transform the way you go about your everyday tasks

t

Be more aware of your impact on others and how to
manage your behaviour for optimal results

t

Better understand your own motivations, needs and behaviours
and use these positively to have the greatest impact.

t

Better undertand your client and customer needs, motivations
and behaviours.

t

Improve and enhance your interpersonal communication
in the work environment as well as at home.
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Why do people use a life coach?
The market
for coaching
is growing as
more and more
people become
aware of the
powerful effects of
having one-to-one
support in their
personal and
professional
lives.

If it was easy to alter those things that prevent us
from changing our ways or moving forward then
wouldn’t we all do it tomorrow? The reality is that
many of us put off change. We accept our lot and
just live our lives, still wishing for change.
One could argue that help should come from family,
friends or work colleagues. The truth is that these
people often come to us with preconceived ideas
and prejudgments about us.

A Coach comes to us with an open mind and the
skills to make things happen! They start with a
‘blank sheet’, they find out what makes us tick,
help us to discover what we truly want to change
and then set about helping us to create those
changes. A coach will help the client define success
in their terms, and help them design their lives
around
OWN
definition.
Meettheir
the
Trainers
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the
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The International
Federation
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has resulted
in a large(ICF)**
client base around the
these gifts, thus ensuring you become a
granted ACTP world.
Accreditation to the LCA
Marli is passionate about integrating her skills
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whenever you call. Your telephone link is your
route to answers about pricing,marketing, sources
Jane is a wellbeing coach ,mindfulness trainer of
andinformation or help with difficult coaching
situations.
speaker who is a highly qualified professional
Our in house Business Coach is available to all our
having held executive positions in national sporting
students and graduates for support in establishing,
bodies and education.
maintaining and growing their coaching business.

What do our
students think?
“High quality, well
paced training
delivered with energy.
The trainers are
passionate about
sharing the
experience they have
gained to the benefit
of others.”
Tanille Herbst
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As a Master NLP Trainer , Master Coach Jane now
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be themselves and live authentic lives .

Q 8. What ongoing graduate support do you
provide for your students?
A: Graduates
can contact
the Nationally
Academy for one
The Life Coaching
Academy
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Recognised
Qualifications to one support at any stage. A forum exists where
QUESTIONS
LCA Members can interact and support each
other throughout their coaching careers. All our
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International
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What do our
students think?
“The Life Coaching
Academy is a
progressive
organisation that is
completely customer
oriented and great
value for money.”
David Jones

The ICF exists
to Build, Support
and Preserve the
integrity of the
coaching profession
through programs
and standards
supported by the
individual
membership.

ICF has over
11.000 members
in 80 countries
and 150 chapters
in 42 countries.

Life CoachingLife
Academy
Coaching Academy
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Why do people use a life coach?
The market
for coaching
is growing as
more and more
people become
aware of the
Meet
theeffects
Trainers
powerful
of
having one-to-one
support in their
%FCJTBOJOTQJSBUJPOBMDPBDIprofessional with over
personal and
10 years experience in coaching. Deb is an expert
professional
at guiding others to achieve transformational
lives.

Michelle Church
Deb

change in their own lives and in the lives of others.
An experienced coach, trainer, and facilitator in
both coaching and business Deb has utilized her
extensive marketing and
communication
experience to achieved international success,
which has resulted in a large client base around the
world.

If it was easy to alter those things that prevent us
from changing our ways or moving forward then
wouldn’t we all do it tomorrow? The reality is that
many of us put off change. We accept our lot and
just live our lives, still wishing for change.
One could argue that help should come from family,
friends or work colleagues. The truth is that these
people often come to us with preconceived ideas
and prejudgments about us.

Why
Coaching
A
MasterChoose
ProfessionalThe
Coach,Life
facilitator,
trainer
Marli is a qualified Medical Practitioner and

7 Reasons
The Life
and mentorwhy
working
with Coaching
Doctors andAcademy’s
Leaders in Train

 The Life Coaching Academy VMMLYZ courses that
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everyone
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IV in Lifeavailable
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Healthcare to achieve phenomenal results.

Marli
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and professional
lives. Federation (ICF)**
The International
Coach
granted ACTP Accreditation to the LCA

Marli is passionate about integrating
her skills,
knowledge
and experience to
Professional
Coach
Program
support high performers gainIt deep
insight
and
understanding
of their values,
As a PCC Deb’s skills are in demand professionally across various sectors of
is interactive, personal and fun! The contentof
unique strengths and personal
power
through
managing
theircourse
minds,is also
business , coaching executives for leadership and excellence in the workplace
the face to face component of the
emotions and actions to achieve
truly
phenomenal
results
in both
their we
through one on one coaching and workshop facilitation.
included
in the
initial online
training
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The Life Coaching
believe that a ‘people skill’ such as coaching is
personal and professional lives.
Academy is
at the cutting
edge of program
Nicky is a widely experienced, versatile and qualified
delivery
coach who after nearly two decades in the training
anda modern
with
development arena brings skill, knowledgepaced
and learning
experience to the learning environment forsystem...
LCA

Nicky

 The courses have been specifically developed
for Australasia
and we
from who
experience
Gayle
Lawrence works
withknow
individuals
desire
that our style of training is exactly the right
a higher level of health and well-being. The dream
balance of ‘listening and experience’.

of potentiating people’s level of wellness was
fostered
a long
standing nursing
 The
Life during
Coaching
Academy’s
coursescareer.
are
Since
completing
the
LCA
course
Gayle has
designed in such a manner that students
can
students. She has a positive and passionate outlook
upgrade
theirqualifications
by attending
further
undertaken
further study to become
a licensed
towards sharing knowledge and encouraging growth
programs.
wellness inventory coach. This has enabled her to
through interactive and engaging communication.
Michelle Church
work with clients on a national and international
Gayle
Unrivalled
Office
Support
front. As part ofHead
her commitment
to professional
development Gayle has worked as part of the ICFA
team (Qld chapter). Gayle’s passion for coaching
is reflected in her varied roles as a mentor, facilitator
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and speaker.
What do our
students think?

Jane is a wellbeing coach ,mindfulness trainer and “High quality, well
speaker who is a highly qualified professionalpaced training
having held executive positions in national sporting delivered with energy.
The trainers are
bodies and education.
passionate about

Jane

best taught in an interactive manner.

the
As a Master NLP Trainer , Master Coach Jane nowsharing
experience they have
supports leaders ,entrepreneurs and coaches togained to the benefit
of others.”
be themselves and live authentic lives .
Tanille Herbst
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s Nationally Recognised

&REQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

recognition. The Life Coaching Academy is a
owing nationally
qualifications:
Q 1. Whatrecognised
is the method
of delivery of this
program?
A: There are two methods of delivery - Online or
Blended, where you will attend some face to face
training.
t and has
been at the forefront of Life Coach training in

Q 2. What is a W ebi nar?
A: An interactive live web broadcast where the guest
lecturers cover many topics relating to Coaching,
nce inNLP,
New Business
Zealand, Singapore
Hong Kong.
and variousand
specialty
streams. Our
webinars are broadcast live and recordings are
available to all students should they not be able to
stralia.attend
These apeople
have backgrounds in the areas of
live session.
nseling and therapy, sports coaching, human
Q 3. What
are Triads?
here ‘getting
the most
out of people and moving them
A: run
Triads
yourtime
practical
coaching
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go on to
full are
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or they
take the
you
will, in
asthe
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of 3orstudents,
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or
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All of these
between
you
andorganizations.
your fellow students.
You will
ffice and
our coaching
network
located
across
practice
in the roles
of Coach,
Client
andthe
Listener
ensuring a complete experience of coaching.

Q 4. How does the mentoring process work?
A: The LCA will provide you with a mentor who is a
graduate from the Academy and is a practicing Life
Internationally
Accredited
Programs
Coach. Your mentor
will have 6 sessions
to assist
n - ICF
you in all aspects of your program focusing primarily
gest worldwide
resource
for business
and personal
on devolping
your practical
coaching
skills. There is
ach. Tno
heextra
ICF iscost
a nonprofit,
Individual
to you for
this. membership
who practice Executive, Business and Life Coaching
Q 5.as
What
student support do you provide?
Program
an ACTP
A: We at the Academy provide our students with
support in many ways i.e. Student Support Services,
Business
Mentor Coaching,
Benefits
ofSupport
an ICFServices,
Credential:
Question and Answer sessions (Q & A) and Coach• ing
Enhances
your
reassures
Teams. You
cancredibility
contact theand
Academy
for one to
potential
clients
youin are
experienced
one
support
at anythat
stage
youran
training.
and professional coach.
Q 6. How long is the course and how many
• hours
Demonstrates
that
you have
do I need
to devote
to high
it?
professional
standards.
A:
You have one
year to complete the Professional
Coach Courses and 2 years for the Master Coach
Courses. Most students complete within these time
frames giving about 8hrs a week to study.

e:

Q 7. How soon can I realistically be coaching
clients?
A: We at the Academy advise students to only start
coaching once you have finshed your practical
coaching triads and webinars which should take
about 8 to 12 weeks. We have a duty of care to you
and your clients to ensure you are practically and
emotionally prepared to commence coaching.

Q 8. What ongoing graduate support do you
provide for your students?
A: Graduates can contact the Academy for one
to one support at any stage. A forum exists where
LCA
Members can interact and support each
TESTIMONIALS
other throughout their coaching careers. All our
What do our
graduates
upload their profiles to our website
students can
think?
at no
charge.
The
“The Life CoachingLCA forwards all requests for
coaching
Academytoisour
a graduates at no charge.
progressive

Q 9.
What business
building support do you
organisation
that is
provide?
completely customer
and great include business units which
A: oriented
All our programs
value for
money.” with the knowledge, practical tools
provide
students
David
Jones
and confidence to establish, maintain, promote and
grow a successful coaching practice. We also have
live webinars dedicated to helping students with the
core elements required to establish, maintain and
grow a successful Coaching business. Our
Business Support Services unit is available to all
graduates for advice and assistance.
Q 10. Do I get lifetime membership and can I
repeat classes and workshops?
A: Yes, you get lifetime membership of the
Academy at no cost. You can attend repeat
webinars at any time and Coaching Mastery
The ICF Intensives
exists
Weekend
for a nominal fee.
to Build, Support
Q 11. What do you believe distinguishes your
and Preserve the
course from the rest?
of the
A: integrity
Established
in early 2001 in Australia,
coaching
profession
The Life Coaching
Academy offers a Nationally
through programs
recognised
coaching qualification - 10116NAT Cert IV
and Coaching.
standards The Life Coaching Academy
in Life
supported
responded
toby
thethe
needs for a representative body
forindividual
coaches, a training resource, and a service for
membership.
people
seeking coaches. The Academy is dedicated
to establishing and maintaining the highest levels of
professionalism in coaching whilst developing,
innovating, and responding to changes in the
profession. The LCA recognizes that coach training
is one of the foremost personal development
procedures for coaches and their clients. Essentially, it is all about quality control and national
accreditation. The Academy has its roots in
personal development and has been at the
forefront of Life Coaching training in Australia. The
Life Coaching Academy has trained or is currently
ICF has
over
training
over
2000 Life Coaches.
11.000 members
Q 12. What is the name of your International
in 80 Federation
countries (ICF) accredited training
Coach
and 150 chapters
program?
42 countries.
A: in
Professional
Coach ICF (ACTP)
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What do our
students think?
“Excellent course
& content.
Structured to give a
great grounding in
coaching while
managing to uncover
habits and personality
traits I did not know
I even had.”
-IC #ONWAY
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What do our
students think?
“The enthusiasm is
100% infectious,
the course was fun
and I can’t believe
I could learn
so much.
Thank you all!”
Helen Gale

Finally, our trainers and mentors are experienced
Coaches, running their own businesses and able
to impart practical experience as well as skills
and knowledge.
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About the courses
PROFESSIONAL COACH - ICF
Course Code:

10 NAT Certificate IV in Life Coaching

Course Duration:

12-24 Months

Prerequisites:

Language, Literacy, Numeracy at Year 10 level

Who should attend this course:

Students who wish to obtain a formal
qualification with practical coaching skills
that has professional industry accreditation.

PROFESSIONAL COACH - ICF BUSINESS
TESTIMONIALS
What do our
students think?
This is a professional
organisation,
always striving for
improvement in its
performance and
delivery of material,
with excellent staff
and back up
facilities.
Clifford Richmond

Course Code:

5(;*LY[PMPJH[L0=PU3PML*VHJOPUN
):)*LY[PMPJH[L0=PU,U[YLWYLUL\YZOPWHUK5L^)\ZPULZZ

Course Duration:

¶TVU[OZ

Prerequisites:

Language, Literacy, Numeracy at Year 10 level

Who should attend this course:

Students who wish to obtain a formal
qualification with practical coaching skills
that has professional industry accreditation
together with relevant business skills and
knowledge.

PROFESSIONAL COACH - ICF NLP
Course Code:

5(;*LY[PMPJH[L0=PU3PML*VHJOPUN
LCA NLP Coach Practitioner Certificate

TESTIMONIALS

Course Duration:

12 - 24 months

Prerequisites:

Language, Literacy, Numeracy at Year 10 level

Who should attend this course:

Students wishing to obtain a formal
qualification with practical coaching skills
that has professional industry accreditation
(ICF) supported by NLP knowledge

What do our
students think?
The course
content was very
well balanced with
learning skills,
enthusiasm and
most importantly
expertise.
Barry Williams

MASTER COACH
Course Code:

2015MCLCA

Course Duration:

12 - 24 months

Prerequisites:

Certificate IV in Life Coaching

Who should attend this course:

Students wishing to obtain an advanced
formal qualification which includes NLP
training and has professional industry
accreditation. Students complete the
10NAT Certificate IV in Life Coaching as
the first step in order to achieve ICF
accredi-tation. This is the ultimate course
for the student aspiring to become a
professional Life Coach. In addition,
students may opt to
include the ):)*LY[PMPJH[L0=PU
,U[YLWYLUL\YZOPWHUK5L^)\ZPULZZto gain
relevant business skills and knowledge.

ALL THESE COURSES ARE AVAILABLE AS ONLINE COURSES
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Do you enjoy
interacting with
others, helping
them as they
develop in
their lives and
careers?

TESTIMONIALS
What do our
students think?
“I cannot imagine a
course better designed
to inspire belief and
enthusiasm in the
power of coaching
and the possibility of
a wonderful career
as a coach.”
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www.lifecoachingacademy.edu.au

Life Coaching Academy
Suite 2, 92 Marine Parade
Kingscliff, NSW 2487
info@lifecoachingacademy.edu.au
Telephone: 1800 032 151

